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March 24, 2016

Planview Customer Community
Investment & Capacity Planning



Overview of today’s session

Background

Results and Benefits from Investment & Capacity Planning

Lessons Learned Along the Way

Updates since Horizons

Additional Resources

Questions and Answers - save for the end



Background



Our Story
Cengage Learning believes that engagement is the foundation of learning…engagement 
is at our core and our focus is engaging with learners, both in the classroom and 
beyond, to ensure the most effective product design, learning solutions and 
personalized services - all to help people learn. 

We understand that an engaged learner is a successful one and we are leading the 
transition to digital with a unique faculty and student perspective to transform learning 
through engagement.



Our Story

Global Product Technology’s Planning and Operations Group

• After a re-org in April 2013 our group was created to help guide the new centralized technology 
organization through a variety of new and emerging processes, re: planning for resources, projects 
etc.

• Six people supporting Planview Enterprise, and planning and project processes, for a Technology 
Product Development Organization of over 1350 people

• My role is to coach other leaders in GPT and to guide them, and the projects through the various 
planning processes, so we’re set up for success

• Our use of ICP involved me and my boss, Gordon Kent - VP of Planning & Operations        

• (You, too, can do this with one or two people!)

We branded Planview Enterprise internally as PLANit so 
I may use those terms interchangeably!



How We Used to Plan

Spreadsheets, 



How We Used to Plan

spreadsheets, and …



How We Used to Plan

… more spreadsheets!



Our Story

Why We Implemented Planview Enterprise

•PLANit is our end-to-end project and resource management solution that 
has enabled our organization the ability to integrate the planning and 
execution stages of product delivery. It is our system of record for our 
planning, forecasting, status, and time tracking.

•Version history in the 1+ year we’ve been live is below

•But now we’re on 11.5.something!

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept

11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4

Go Live ICP!

Lots of planning activity for Sept-June

Horizons

Training, resource & project management



Expectations

Using Investment and Capacity Planning (ICP) within Planview Enterprise was 

going to allow us to:

• Leverage one canonical list, and source of, projects for capacity planning

•Use a real Capacity Analysis via roles-based requirements input as part of our 

planning process

•Maximize resources to bring the most value to our customers

• Force the hand of product to rank (prioritize) projects

•Automatically include maintenance and enhancements and “other” work 

when accounting for capacity

•Use one system for all of that!



What I Thought We’d Use ICP For:

The LINE(s)

• Projects below the line, we cannot do

Alerts!

• Drawing 
attention to 
certain areas



Results & Benefits



What We Ended Up Using Most from ICP…

Which groups were in red

And when they were in red

And because of which projects

Balance view, which showed, by providing org and/or role,



Over Capacity (Red), by Role

Balance pivot showing lots of red ~ numbers here are FTE



Over Capacity (Red), Expanded

Focus is first on providing org, then role, then project (ranked)



In Addition to Showing Problems…

Which groups were just fine

So we could commit to some work 
early in the planning cycle

It’s that simple!

The Balance view showed, by providing org and/or role,



Under Capacity (Green)

• Shows that some entire providing orgs were fine

• Some roles were fine, even under an otherwise “red” providing org

• A different planning portfolio

• Manually added in the green highlights to prove a point



Outcomes

We had the data, and we were able to push out 5 large 
initiatives and about 12 other projects 

We could see exactly which positions we needed to hire for, 
and in what groups

Earned trust for our operations and planning group with the 
other parts of the technology organization



Lessons Learned



Major Takeaways

• Rank

• Analyze

• Balance 

Give yourself time to become familiar with how Investment and Capacity 
Planning interacts with the admin settings and the data itself (not just a few 
days, at least not for me!)

• Don’t forget to Rank & Analyze first -
changing the investment approval is 
in Analyze and you don’t want to 
miss out on some demand. 
(Only conditional and accept are 
used in Balance.)



Understand how the Planning Portfolios are 

created and the impact of the definition

• For us, this was:

• Capacity Structure 

-Cost center, selected providing orgs 

• Demand Structure 

-Work, almost always an existing work portfolio

• Financials 

-Actual/forecast, and < 12 month planning

Major Takeaways



Projects must have the right demand (matching the definition & time period) 

to show up in Investment and Capacity Planning

• ICP highlights problem areas in project planning

• Schedules – either too short or too lengthy

•Roles – overuse of some orgs or roles

•Out of Portfolio – can see how much (FTE or $) but not what

•Plan on lots of edits to your projects and assignments 

•… unless you already have great, clean data for future projects!

Major Takeaways



What Else Did We learn?

•Use Scenarios! 

• They don’t impact each other, or the “real world” 
of Planview Enterprise

• Shared automatically with the portfolio

•Refresh them (11.4+) to pull in new work added 
to demand portfolios

•Compare to work plan



Major Takeaways

Create many planning portfolios as needed and keep them small

Our organization views 
the development teams 
in two divisions, so we 
had planning for those 
two to start



What Else Did We learn?

Focusing on FTE rather than dollars worked for us
•Seems tough to do both and we don’t have top-down financial 

planning
•Our execs are (mostly) interested in FTEs and this related to 

hiring needs

One button 
click and it 
changes! $$



What else did we learn?

Validate what you see with other parts of Planview Enterprise

RES03 
• Can also view by FTE or 

other ways

• Shows the 

requirements in 

addition to reserves or 

allocations



What else did we learn?

Validate what you see with other parts of Planview Enterprise

• Resource management and 
assignments (11.4+) to show 
out of portfolio work 
assigned 

• Or RAM if you don’t have 
11.4 yet



More Nitty-Gritty Things…

• Shift plan (e.g. schedule) in scenarios to see the impact of changes, but only if you allow 
edit of your financial plans manually

• We don’t – we allow edit only on load

• So we just moved the projects manually ~ not ideal

• We did eventually start shifting dates in ICP for planning purposes, but we still shifted 
dates manually after – unsure of how the 

• Understand what gets loaded (and when) into your:

• Work plans
• Financial plans
• Capacity plans

• and how to refresh them (including caching) …  lots of admin stuff



More Nitty-Gritty Things…

• In 11.3, new work items added to the work portfolio were not added 
automatically as demand… fixed in 11.4, with refresh (for scenarios)

•New capacity or changes to capacity (resource re-orgs) will not be visible 
immediately either

• The dollars included in ICP are only for the timeframe included and not for 
the “life” of the project (even when the same columns are used)

•Be on the lookout for small things that have a big impact 



What’s Next For Us?

• Evaluate what we did this cycle that didn’t work and stop doing it

•Adding in “To Be Hired” may have caused open positions to be double-
counted in the minds of the executives

•We have already adjusted the providing org structure

•Ability to get a long-term picture of capacity vs. demand 

• 12-18 month roadmap needed by product

• Interactive sessions with technology leaders using “shift plan” 

•Need to allow edit of financial plans on these days



Updates since Horizons

4 months!



Quick Tips

• Single-purpose Portfolios
• A single portfolio for investment decision updates
• An umbrella portfolio for an entire business unit
• Smaller ones for specific high-demand groups
• Others probably have good use-cases that work for them!



Additional Resources



Available Resources for ICP info

•11.3 videos
• https://new-release.planview.com/

 Resources 11.3 (4 videos)

•E-learning modules
• ICP - Rank Pivot (11.3)

• ICP - Analyze Pivot (11.3+)

• ICP - Balance Pivot (11.3+)

•LinkedIn Community

•Support tickets (thank you Sarah!)

•RAS – this one hour was invaluable

• Intelligent Help

• Note: I found I had to read, and re-read, and 
re-re-read these… Customer Success may be 
easier to understand?

•Webinar called "Planview Enterprise for 
Investment and Capacity Planning"

https://new-release.planview.com/


Q & A

• What challenges have you had with implementing ICP?

• What successes have you had with implementation?

• What is keeping you from getting started?

• What questions would you look to ICP to answer for your 
organization?

• __________________________________



Contact Info

Amber Meryman - amber.meryman@cengage.com 

 Director of Portfolio Planning – GPT Planning & Operations 

 Cengage Learning
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